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ABSTRACT
We investigate subrings of an n x n matrix ring which, despite appearing otherwise, are themselves
full rings o f n X n matrices; that is, are hidden matrices. In general, this problem is subtle, but we give
fairly complete results in a number of situations. For example, we prove:
THEOREM A. Let K be an ideal of a ring R and suppose that T = (/?,7) is a tiled subring of Mn(R)
containing Mn(K). Suppose that /?l7 = Rj/for all i and j and that Ru/K = Mn(D), for some ring D. Then
T = Mn(S), for a ring S that we describe explicitly.
The subtleties are illustrated by the following theorem:
THEOREM B. Let H denote the ring of integer quaternions and let p be an odd prime number. Set
R = H + M2(pH), where H is identified with the ring of scalar matrices inside A/2(IH). Then R = M2(S),
for some ring S, if and only if p = 1 (mod 4).
1. Introduction
The general theme of this paper is summed up by:
1.1. QUESTION. Let K be a non-zero ideal of a ring R. Suppose that T is a ring
such that Mn{K) e r g Mn(R) and f = T/Mn(K) = Mn(D) for some ring D. What
extra conditions will ensure that T = Mn(S), for some ring S?
This question is an abstraction of a very specific question posed by Chatters in
the introduction to [2]. Write H = Z[i,j, k] for the ring of integer quaternions and
let Hp denote the localization of H at some odd prime number p. Consider the
following tiled subrings of M2(H) and M2(HP), respectively:
T' =
Chatters showed that T' is isomorphic to a 2 X 2 matrix ring (over a suitable ring)
and asked:
1.2. QUESTION. IS the ring T defined in (1.1.1) a full 2 X 2 matrix ring?
This question does now have a positive answer, thus making T into a 'hidden
matrix ring'. This has been proved, independently, by Chatters [3] and Robson
[17] but both use calculations too specific to the integer quaternions to be of value
in tackling Question 1.1. However, observe that the following theorem, which is
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one of the main consequences of this paper, also answers Question 1.2, since the
ideal K = pH satisfies H/K = M2(Z/(p)).
1.3. THEOREM. (See Theorem 4.6.) Let K be an ideal of a ring R and suppose
that T - (Rjj) is a tiled subring of Mn(R) containing Mn(K). Suppose that /?„ = /?y>
for all i and j and that RulK = M,,(D), for some ring D. Then T = Mn{S), for some
ring S.
The idea behind Theorem 1.3, and the relationship between Questions 1.1 and
1.2, are best explained by considering the ring T from (1.1.1) in greater detail. Set
Z = 1l{p). Then
is a 2 X 2 matrix ring. (Thus, T does satisfy the hypotheses of Question 1.1.) The
critical observation is that the final isomorphism a in this equation can be
accomplished by conjugation by the 4 X 4 permutation matrix (2, 3), thought of as
an element of M4(Z). Consequently, the key step in answering Question 1.2 lies in
proving that some isomorphism of the form (1.3.1) lifts to an inner automorphism
T of the 2 x 2 matrix ring M2(H) as it is then easy to prove that r(T) is a 2 X 2
matrix ring. Similar lifting questions lie at the heart of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Such lifting questions are considered in § 3. The main result of that section,
Theorem 3.3, concerns projective right modules />,,..., Pr over a ring A such that
each Pj has a factor module Pj = (/("(()), for some fixed module U. Theorem 3.3
states, roughly, that any automorphism of Px 0 . . . ©Fr which merely permutes the
copies of U can be lifted to an automorphism of P, 0 . . . @Pr. This is then used in
§ 4 to prove various Hidden Matrix Theorems. Given a matrix ring E = MS(D),
identify M,(E) with Mts(D). A subring f of Mls.(D) is called permutation-
isomorphic to a txt matrix ring if there exists a ts Xts permutation matrix a such
that a~lTa = M,(C) for some subring C of E = MS{D). This formalizes the
comments made after (1.3.1). One of our more definitive answers to Question 1.1
is the following generalization of Theorem 1.3:
1.4. THEOREM. (See Theorem 4.2.) Let K be an ideal of a ring R such that
R/K = Mn(D), for some ring D, and let T be a ring such that Mn(K) <= T c Mn(R).
Suppose that the subring f = T/Mn(K) of Mn(R)/Mn(K) = Mni{D) is
permutation-isomorphic to an nX n matrix ring. Assume that either
(i) T/M,,(K) is a tiled subring of Mni{D); or
(ii) the centre Z(R) of R contains an nth root of — 1.
Then T = M,,(S), for some ring S.
We remark that the theorem becomes false if one replaces 'permutation-
isomorphic' by 'isomorphic' (see Corollary 5.16). Consequently, one cannot
generalize Theorem 1.3 by replacing the conditions '/?,-,- = Rjj for all / and j and
RnlK = Mn(D) for some ring £)' by the simpler hypothesis 'for each /, Ru/K is
isomorphic to an n X n matrix ring'.
Note that condition (ii) of Theorem 1.4 is always satisfied when n is odd, the
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needed root being — 1. For even-sized matrices the situation is considerably more
subtle. As a deceptively simple illustration, suppose that n is any positive integer
and let K be an ideal of a ring R such that R/K = Mn(D). Identify R with
the ring of scalar matrices in Mn(R) and set Tn = R + Mn{K). Clearly,
Tn/Mn(K) = R/K = Mn{D) and it is easy to show that this is a permutation-
isomorphism. Thus, if n is odd, or if Z(R) contains an nth root of — 1, then
Theorem 1.4(ii) implies that Tn = Mn(S) for some ring 5. More generally:
1.5. THEOREM. (See Theorem 4.8.) Let K be an ideal of a ring R such that
R/K = Mn(D), for some ring D. Set Tn = R+ Mn(K).
(i) / / either n =0, 1, 3 (mod4) or Z(R) contains a square root of —1, then
Tn = Mn(S) for some ring S.
(ii) For all n, Mn{Tn) is a full n2 X n2 matrix ring.
When n =2 (mod 4) and V—1 g Z(R) there is no such simple answer. For
example:
1.6. THEOREM. (See Proposition 6.8.) Let p be an odd prime number and
T2 = H + M2(pH). Then T2 = M2(S), for some ring S, if and only if p = 1 (mod 4).
As is proved in Proposition 6.10, similar examples exist for any n = 2 (mod 4).
These results are proved by means of a careful analysis of the structure of rings of
the form T2 = R + M2(K) (see Theorem 6.5 in particular). Note that these
examples also show that one cannot delete the hypotheses (i) and (ii) from
Theorem 1.4. Moreover, as / e H, one also cannot replace the assumption of part
(ii) of Theorem 1.4 by the hypothesis that there exists x e R such that xn = — 1.
The reason why these subtleties should exist stems from an issue that has been
suppressed up to now. Namely, the 'permutation' matrices that we need to
consider in this paper are a little more general than the usual ones, in that their
non-zero entries (one in each row and column) are allowed to be ±1. We call
these signed permutation matrices. Let 4>: R^>Mn{D) be a surjective ring
homomorphism and s 5= 2 an integer. Then Corollary 3.4 implies, in particular,
that every signed permutation matrix in Mm.(D) of determinant 1 can be lifted to
a unit in MS(R). The significance of this fact is as follows. Let a be the n2 X n2
permutation matrix given by the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4. If n is odd, then one
can always replace a by a signed permutation of determinant +1 and so Corollary
3.4 implies that it can be lifted. If n is even, conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.4
amount to sufficient conditions for such a replacement to exist.
Curiously, the ideas behind Corollary 3.4 also yield a new, strengthened form
of Schanuel's Lemma (see Lemma 3.7) which, in turn, has some unexpected
consequences. For example, suppose that A and B are maximal right ideals of
a ring R such that R/A = R/B. Then A®A=A(BB. Consequently, given any
four maximal right ideals A, of R, with R/Aj = R/Aj for all / and j , then
Ax ®A2 = A3®A4 (see Corollary 3.8).
In the one section we have yet to discuss, § 5, we view Question 1.1 from a
different perspective, in that we drop the assumption that the appropriate
isomorphism be a permutation isomorphism but we impose the additional
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conditions that both R and T are right Noetherian and that both R = R/K and T
are semilocal. Surprisingly, these assumptions imply that T is a tiled subring of
M,,(R), for some ring R with the property that M,,(R) = M,,(R) (see Theorem
5.8). With somewhat stronger conditions one finds that T is very close to being a
full matrix ring:
1.7. THEOREM. (See Theorems 5.6 and 5.18.) Let K, R, T be as in Question 1.1
and assume that R and T are prime, right Noetherian rings of Krull dimension 1.
Then there exist a ring S Morita equivalent to T and a projective right ideal L of S
such that 7 = End 5 (5 ( "- 1 ) 0L) .
The ring T of Theorem 1.7 need not be an n x n matrix ring; the example
alluded to after Theorem 1.4 is constructed in just this manner. Note that
Theorem 1.7 echoes a standard structure theorem [15, Corollary 5.7.9] for
classical orders. Appropriately, a key tool in this section is a generalization of the
classical notion of the genus of a projective module.
In conclusion, this paper demonstrates the ubiquity of hidden matrix rings. To
emphasise this, we mention a result that provides a plethora of examples. Let R
be any non-commutative domain that, like the integer quaternions, arises in
integral representation theory and let the dimension of the quotient division ring
of R over its centre be n2. Build a random n X n tiled matrix ring T, using R for
diagonal tiles and non-zero ideals of R for off-diagonal tiles. Then Theorem 5.17
gives a sense in which T is almost always isomorphic to a full nXn matrix ring.
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2. Preliminary results
Throughout this paper, all rings contain an identity element and this is assumed
to be inherited by any subring and by any homomorphic image. Similarly, all
modules are unital. The following notation will be used throughout the paper. A
set of n X n matrix units in a ring M is a set of n2 elements etj e M
(/', j e {1, 2,..., n}) such that eijejk = eik, e^e^ = 0 if j^h, and 2 ,e i t • - 1. If
M - Mn(R) for some ring R, and e{i is the matrix with 1 in position (/, j) and zeros
elsewhere, then {e,y} is a set of n X n matrix units, the standard matrix units of
Mn(R). By a tiled subring T = (/?,-,-) of Mn(R) we mean a subring of the form
T — ® ij Rjjejj where each Rtj is an additive subgroup of R. If P is a module over a
ring R, then the direct sum of n copies of P will be denoted by P{"\ with the
convention that P(0) = 0.
The following well-known result is easily proved and will be used frequently in
the paper.
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2.1. LEMMA. Let M be a ring.
(i) Then M = Mn(R), for some ring R if and only if M contains a set of n X n
matrix units.
(ii) {Therefore) if M is an nXn matrix ring, so is every ring containing M, and
every homomorphic image of M.
(iii) Suppose that M = End5(Q), for some right module Q over a ring S. Then,
M = Mn(R), for some ring R, if and only if there exists a right S-module X such
that Q = X(n), as right S-modules.
Throughout the paper, H = Z[i, j , k] will denote the ring of integer quaternions
and we will write H = Z[i, j , k, {{I + i +j + k)) for the (unique) maximal Z-order,
in the quotient division ring of H, that contains H. The following well-known
property of these algebras, proved, for example, in [3, Appendix], will be used in
many places in this paper.
2.2. LEMMA. For every odd prime number p, the rings H/pH and H/pH are
isomorphic to M2(Z/pZ.).
3. Lifting permutations
Let Pi,..., Pr be projective modules over a ring R such that each Pj has a factor
module Pt which is a direct sum of copies of a fixed module U. The main result of
this section, Theorem 3.3, shows how to lift certain permutations (or signed
permutations) of the copies of U to automorphisms of Px 0 . . . ®Pr. This is used in
§ 4 to uncover various hidden matrix rings. Perhaps surprisingly, Theorem 3.3 can
be viewed as an extension of Schanuel's Lemma. The final portion of this section
makes the formal connection with Schanuel's Lemma, as it has some interesting,
albeit easy consequences. In particular, this provides a hidden matrix theorem
that is not covered by the more general results of § 4.
For some r ^ 2 , let Mx,...,Mr be right modules over a ring R and write
M = Mx(&...®Mr. Given a e Hom(M,, Mi) with / # ; , let ae^ denote the en-
domorphism of M which maps My to M, via a and is zero on Mk, for k #/ .
A transvection is any endomorphism of M = M,©. . .0M r of the form Ejj((r) =
1 + aey, where / ¥^j and a e HomR(Mj, M,). This is an automorphism of M with
inverse £,y(-cr). The elementary group E(MU ..., Mr) is the subgroup of AutM
generated by all transvections of Mx®... ®Mr. If Mt = Mx for all /, we will write
E(r, Mx) for this elementary group. Note that this may be identified with E(r, S),
the usual elementary group of r x r matrices over S = End Mx. The starting point
for this section is the observation that elementary transformations can be lifted.
3.1. LEMMA. Let R be a ring and r ^ 2 an integer. Let P = Px®...®Pr be a
projective right R-module and let Pt be a factor module of Ph Then each
a G E(PX,..., Pr) can be lifted to an automorphism a e E(PX,..., Pr).
Proof. Use the proof of [1, Proposition IV.3.3].
Keep the notation of Lemma 3.1. The basic idea behind the results in this
section is that many automorphisms of P, in particular those that just permute
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direct summands of the Ph can more or less be written as products of
transvections and hence be lifted to automorphisms of P. To make this precise,
we need to introduce some more terminology. Let U be a right /?-module and
n 3=2 be an integer. Given i¥^j, let {i, j) denote the automorphism of U(n) that
multiplies the /th entry by - 1 and then interchanges it with theyth entry, leaving
all other entries unaffected. We call (/, j) a signed transposition. More generally, a
signed permutation is any automorphism of U(n) that permutes the copies of U,
multiplying some of them by - 1 . This can be viewed as an n X n matrix, acting on
the columns of U{n) by left multiplication, in which case it is simply a n n X n
matrix with exactly one non-zero entry, ±1 , in each row and column. The group
of all signed permutations of U(n) will be denoted by S*(U). This contains, as
subgroups, the usual permutation group Sn(U) and the group S*(U) of all signed
permutations of determinant 1. Finally, let An((/) denote the subgroup of S*(U)
which comprises all the diagonal matrices with entries ±1 and let 5,7 denote the
diagonal matrix whose entries along the diagonal are - 1 in the /th and yth
positions and +1 elsewhere.
The next lemma, while elementary, demonstrates the advantage of working
with signed permutations and, more generally, with S^(U). For, it shows that any
a e S*(U) actually lies in E(n, V) and so, by Lemma 3.1, can be lifted. In many
of the applications, we will be concerned with lifting automorphisms of factor
modules to automorphism of the original module, in which case the multiplication
of various summands by - 1 is basically irrelevant.
3.2. LEMMA. Let U be any module over some ring R and fix distinct integers i, j ,
k with 1 *s /, j , k^n. Then the following identities hold in EndR(U{n)):
(i) </, j) = £,y(l)E,,(-l)£,y(l) = (j, /)"• = (j, i)3;
(ii) </,y>2 = S,y;
(iii) Etj{a) = (j, k)Eik{a)(k, j), for any a e End(U);
(iv) S*(U) is generated by the signed transpositions {(/,y): 1 =s / <y =£ n);
(v)
Proof, (i) (ii) (iii) These are readily checked.
(iv) Clearly S*(U) is generated by A,,(f7), together with the (i,j). Moreover,
(/, y) e 5,t((/), for i^j. If 8 e A,,(£/) satisfies det 8 - 1 then 8 has an even
number of negative entries and so, by part (ii), is a product of signed
transpositions, as required.
(v) This follows from parts (iv) and (i).
We can now give the main result of this section.
3.3. THEOREM (Lifting signed permutations). For r^2, let Px,..., Pr be
projective right modules over a ring R and set P = f, ©... (BPr. Suppose that there
are a right R-module U and integers n(i)^\ such that, for each i, there is a
surjection 0,: f/—» Pj= U"('\ Write cf> - (4>x,..., (f)r) for the induced surjection
</>: P^U{"\ where n=ln(i).
(i) Each a e E(n, U), and hence each a e S*(U), can be lifted to an auto-
morphism of P.
(ii) / / there exists /3 e S*(U) with det j8 = - 1 which lifts to (3 e AutP, then
each a e S*(U) can be lifted to an automorphism a of P.
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(iii) Suppose that, for some i, the centre Z(R) of R contains an n(i)th root of
- 1 . Then each a e S*(U) lifts to an a & Aut P.
REMARKS. In each part of the theorem we actually show that a e E(PU..., Pr).
Part (iii.) of the theorem implies, in particular, that every element of 5,f (U) can be
lifted if some n(i) is odd.
Proof, (i) In order to identify the different copies of U, write U{n) =
© Pt = U,0...0 Un, where Pt = Uv{i)+l@... 0 UvU)+n{i) for v(i) =2}=i n(j).
By Lemma 3.2(v), S*(U)^E(n, U) and so it suffices to prove part (i) when a
is a transvection. Moreover, by reordering the U,- and Pjf we may assume that
a = l + aeu, for some a e End(U) and t^2. _If f^n( l ) + l, then £/, is a
summand of /)• for some ; 2=2 and hence a e E(PU ..., Pr). Thus, a can be lifted
by Lemma 3.1. Alternatively, suppose that t^n(l) and set s = n(l) + 1; thus Us is
a summand of P2. Lemma 3.2(iii) implies that there is a factorization a =
Eu(cr) = (t, s)Eu((T)(s> 0 m E(n, U). Thus, by the choice of s and Lemma 3.2(i),
a e £(Pi,..., Pr). Therefore, by Lemma 3.1 again, a can be lifted.
(ii) If det a = 1 then part (i) applies. Otherwise det /3a = 1 and so j3a can be
lifted to, say, y e Aut^P). Thus a lifts to a = /3~'y.
(iii) By reordering the Pj} we may assume that / = 1. Set s = n(l) and let £ be
an 5 th root of - 1 in Z(R). Write y for the automorphism of P that multiplies P,
by £ and is the identity on P} for ; > 1. Then y maps ker (f> onto itself and
therefore induces an automorphism y of U(n). The action of y is easy to describe:
it equals left multiplication by a diagonal nXn matrix y = diag(£,..., ,^ 1,..., 1),
where £ appears s times.
Let u, v be units in a ring A. Then the Whitehead Lemma [1, Proposition
V.1.7], implies that ( je = ( j for some e e E(2, A). Therefore, by
induction, there exists 8 e E(n, U) such that
j3 = yd = diag(f, 1,1,..., 1) = diag(-l, 1,1,..., 1).
By part (i) and the last paragraph, 8 and y can be lifted to automorphisms of P.
Thus j3 can be lifted and so the result follows from part (ii).
The preceding theorem will be applied in the following form in § 4 to prove
various results about hidden matrices.
3.4. COROLLARY. Let </>: R-+>MS(D) be a surjective ring homomorphism, for
some 5^2. Given r ^ 2 , let 4>r: Mr(R)-»Mrs(D) be the induced homomorphism
obtained by letting (f> act on each entry.
(i) Each matrix a G E(rs, D) can be lifted via 4>r to a unit a e E(r, R) cr Mr{R).
(ii) Hence, each signed permutation matrix a e S?S(D) can be so lifted.
(iii) If Z(R) contains an sth root of - 1 , then each a s S%(D) can be lifted.
Proof. Note that MS(D) = 0f=1 enMs(D) and, for l ^ i ^ s , one has
euMs(D) = euMs(D) = U, say. Now apply Theorem 3.3 in the case where P,•. = R
and P, = MS(D) = U{s) for each i.
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Perhaps the following special case of part (i) of the previous corollary deserves
mention (take R = MS{D) and </> the identity map).
3.5. COROLLARY. For any ring D and integers r, s with r s= 2,
E(r,Ms(D)) = E(rs,D).
3.6. EXAMPLE. AS a simple application of Corollary 3.4, the reader is invited to
prove the following assertion. Suppose that r, s ^ 2 are integers, that K is an ideal
of a ring R such that R/K = MS(D) for some ring D and identify Mr(R)/Mr(K)
with Mrs(D). Let T, or Tx, be the subring of Mr(R), containing Mr(K), and such
that T/Mr(K) is the ring of rs X rs upper, or lower respectively, triangular
matrices over D. Then T =TX.
As remarked earlier, Theorem 3.3 may be regarded as an extension of
Schanuel's Lemma. We next make this connection explicit. Suppose that one
assumes, in Theorem 3.3, that each P{ has one extra summand, say Pt =
U{n{l))®Vi. Let a be a signed permutation of determinant +1 of 0 Pt which
permutes the copies of U while leaving unaffected each Vt. Then a minor
modification to the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that one can lift a to an
automorphism of 0 Ph The simplest form of this generalization is given by the
next lemma. (Note that, in the case V-, = 0, this result does yield Schanuel's
Lemma.)
3.7. LEMMA (Schanuel's Lemma—stronger form). Consider the following short
exact sequences of R-modules, for some ring R:
where Px and P2 are projective and (/, = U2. Let At and B, denote the inverse
images in Pt of £/, and Vt respectively. Then there is an automorphism Q of Px®P2
such that 6{KX®K2) = KX®K2, while d(Pl®K2) = Bl®A2 and 0(^ ,0P 2 ) =
Proof Note that {PX®P2)I{KX®K2)=U,®VX®U2®V2. Now, let 0 be the
signed transposition (1,3) of Ux © Vx © U2 © V2 which interchanges Ux and U2. As
before,
and each of these three transvections is, in turn, an element of E(PX/KX> P2lK2).
Thus, Lemma 3.1 implies that there is an automorphism 6 of PX®P2 which
induces 0. It is clear that G has the desired properties.
The remainder of this section will consider consequences of Lemma 3.7. Recall
that if AT is a right ideal of a ring R then its idealizer ring is defined to be
3.8. COROLLARY. Let A, B be right ideals of a ring R that are comaximal and
coisomorphic; that is, A + B = R and R/A = R/B.
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(i) There is an automorphism 6 of R(2) which induces an isomorphism
A © A = A 0 B. Consequently, given any four coisomorphic and comaximal right
ideals, A, B, C and D, then A@B = C®D.
(ii) For all n s= 2 there exists an automorphism \p of R(n) which induces an
isomorphism A(n) = B{n).
Proof. Let K = A DB, so R/K = RIA®RIB. Set PX = P2 = R and KX = K2 = K.
Consider the final isomorphism KX®P2 = AX®B2 of Lemma 3.7. If we define
A=AX = A2 and B = BX = B2, then this implies that K®R=A®B. Conversely,
if we define A = Ax = B2 and B = B2 = Au then K@R=A@A. The rest is clear.
In the proof of the last result, the easiest way to think of the two applications of
Lemma 3.7 is that the first 'interchanges the two copies of R/A in Px/Kx @P2/K2,
while the second 'interchanges one copy of RIB with a copy of RIA\
REMARKS. If the module R/A is Artinian, or even semiprimary, then Corollary
3.8 can be considerably strengthened: by [14, Theorem 1.5] any two presentations
of R/A by R(2) are isomorphic to each other; that is, some automorphism of R(2)
carries one kernel onto the other.
Curiously, there are abundant examples of domains R with right ideals A and B
that satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3.8 but for which A ^ B. An easy example
is given by the Weyl algebra R = k{y, x}/(xy - yx - 1). Then [20, Corollary 1.7]
implies that A=yR and B =y2R + (yx - 1)R are coisomorphic, maximal right
ideals of R such that B is not cyclic. Thus, B ^ A. On the other hand (particularly
when R is not a domain) there are many circumstances where this situation
cannot occur. For example, suppose that R = Mn(S), for some ring S and integer
n > 1 or that R is a simple ring with a non-trivial idempotent e. Then any
coisomorphic, maximal right ideals A and B of R are actually isomorphic. This
follows from [14, Theorem 1.5] in much the same way that Corollary 3.8 follows
from Lemma 3.7.
3.9. COROLLARY. Let A and B be right ideals of a ring R that are comaximal and
coisomorphic.
(i) For all n^2, Mn(l(A)) = Afn(D(£)).
(ii) Ifn=2 and K = Af)B, then both are isomorphic to
T =
V R R
(iii) Moreover,
n(A) A\n(B) B
\ R R/ \ R R
Proof (i) We use the automorphism \p provided by Corollary 3.8(ii). Note that
Since ^(A{n)) = B(n), it follows immediately that tffMMA))^ = AfM(D(5)).
(ii) If n = 2, then Lemma 3.7 provides an automorphism 9 of R ®R such that
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6{K(&R) = / 4 © A As in the proof of part (i), this induces an isomorphism
(iii) In this case, Lemma 3.7 provides an automorphism 6 of /?©/? such that
0(A ® R) = B (B R. Now, mimic the proof of part (i). Note that this part of the
corollary does not require A and B to be comaximal.
Part (i) of Corollary 3.9 extends [4, Theorem 3.2], while examples in [4] also
show that, in general, l(/4) ^ 0(J5). It is an easy exercise to use part (ii) of
Corollary 3.9 to answer Chatters' question (1.2). The details are left to the reader
since another solution of this question will follow from the results in § 4 (see, in
particular, (4.7)).
4. Hidden by permutations
Our first hidden matrix theorems uncover some nXn matrix subrings of Mn(R)
that are hidden by a permutation automorphism of an n2 X n2 homomorphic
image of Mn{R). In particular we prove Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 of the
Introduction. Since these involve some complicated notation, we precede them by
a simple example.
4.1. EXAMPLE. Consider the ring
(4.1.1)
where / ' , J' are ideals of a ring R. Suppose that there is a surjective ring
homomorphism <j>: R-»M2(D) for some ring D. Then 4>(I') = M2(I) and
4>(J') = M2(J) for appropriate ideals /, / of D. Therefore 4>2, the map that applies
<f) coordinatewise, maps T onto the ring
(4.1.2) T = M2(D) M2(I)
M2(J)
Thus, the elements of Tare those matrices of the form t shown in (4.1.3),
(4.1.3) 7 =
X2\
ll 7l2
y 721 722
t' =
7n
x2l
)i\
' i i
yu
'21
y2l
* 1 2
7l2
x22
hi
'12
y.2
' 22
y22
where each x^v, _yMV e D, /MV e / and yMV e J. Interchanging rows 2 and 3, and also
columns 2 and 3, of 7 yields the matrix 7' in (4.1.3). Thus, letting w be the 4 X 4
permutation matrix (2,3) we have:
(4.1.4) where S = D 1
J D
Thus T is permutation isomorphic to a 2 X 2 matrix ring in M4(D). If / ' ^ R, then
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T is clearly not permutation isomorphic to a 2 X 2 matrix ring in M2(R). However,
our first hidden matrix theorem shows that, if / ' and J' contain ker </>, then T is
conjugate to a 2 X 2 matrix ring in M2(R).
4.2. THEOREM. Let cf>: R^>Mn(D) be a surjective ring homomorphism with
kernel K, and (/>„: Mn(R)-*>Mni(D) the map that applies (/> coordinatewise. Let T
be a ring such that Mn(K) <= T <=Mn(R) and such that <f>n(T) is signed permutation
isomorphic to an n X n matrix ring in Mni(D); that is,
(4.2.1) <o<l>n(T)a>-1 = Mn(S)
with (o e S^(D) and S 9= (f>(R) = Mn(D). Assume, further, that either
(i) (f>n(T) is a tiled subring of Mni(D); or
(ii). Z(R), the centre of R, contains an nth root of -1 (this always holds if n is
odd); or
(iii) det o» = 1.
Then for some unit a of Mn(R) we have T = aTa~l = Mn(S) where S is the ring
defined by K^S^Rand <f>(S) = 5.
Proof We can suppose that n s* 2. We first prove the theorem assuming that
either (ii) or (iii) holds. In either of these situations, Corollary 3.4 shows that a)
can be lifted to a unit a in Mn(R); thus <j>n(a) = co. We show that aTa~l = Mn(S)
as claimed. Since Mn(K) is an ideal of Mn(R), we have aMn(K)a~x = Mn(K).
Therefore aTa~x 2M,,(/C), and so aTa~lis the full inverse image, under </>„, of
Mn(S). Let S be as described in the theorem. Then Mn(S)^Mn(K) and
4>n(Mn{S)) = Mn(S) = <t>n{aTa-'). Therefore aTa~] = Mn(S) as claimed.
Finally, suppose situation (i) holds, with detw = - l . Let a/ be a matrix
obtained by changing the sign of one of the non-zero entries of co. Since w is a
signed permutation matrix, it has exactly one non-zero entry in each row and
column and so det a/ = - d e t a> = +1. Since <f>n{T) is a tiled subring of Mni(D),
the ring <f>n(T) is unchanged if we multiply one of its n2 rows or columns by - 1 .
Therefore <o'<f>n(T)((o')~l = axf)n(T)<i)~\ Thus, after replacing w by w' in (4.2.1),
we are in the situation already considered.
REMARK. We caution the reader that conditions (i)-(iii) of the theorem cannot
be deleted (see Corollary 6.8). Moreover, when (i) or (ii) holds, (4.2.1) cannot be
replaced by the simpler statement that <f>n(T) is isomorphic to an n Xn matrix
ring (see Corollary 5.16).
4-3. DEFINITION. Let D be a ring and r, s positive integers; and note that we
have the identifications Mr(Ms(D)) = Mrs(D) = Ms(Mr(D)). These identifications
lead naturally to a permutation automorphism of Mrs(D), which is described as
follows.
Let Nrs = {1, 2, 3, . . . , rs}. We can view Nrs as consisting of r blocks, each with 5
consecutive integers, or as consisting of s blocks, each with r consecutive integers.
Let Q, be the permutation of Nrs that sends
(4.3.1) ith integer in fxth s-integer block —> /xth integer in ith r-integer block.
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In other words,
(4.3.2) Cl(i + (IJL - l)s) = n + (i - l)r.
Let o) be the rs x rs permutation matrix such that left multiplication by co
performs the row-permutation Q on Mrs(D). Then the inner automorphism
i//: C—^oiCw"1 of Mrs(D) performs the permutation Q on both the rows and
columns of all elements C of Mrs.(D).
In the situation described in Example 4.1, conjugation by a> becomes the map
7 ^ 7 ' in (4.1.3).
4.4. LEMMA. Fix integers r, 5 5=1. Let S — (Z),y) be a tiled subring of Mr{D) for
some ring D, and let
MS{DU) Ms{Dn) • • • MS{DU)\
(4.4.1)
 ? = | W i ) MS{D22) • • • Ms{D2r)
1s{DrX) Ms(Dr2) ••• Ms{Drr)l
(i) We have coTco'1 - Mr(S) where (o is the permutation matrix in Definition 4.3.
(ii) If r = s, and s = 0, 1 (mod 4), then det w = 1.
Proof, (i) Let T' = (oT(o~\ Subdivide T' into r X r-blocks, and choose a
particular position within one of these blocks, say its (/, y)-entry. It suffices to
prove that this (/, y)-entry is D,7 regardless of which r X r-block we choose (since
the entries of T' are formed by permuting the entries of T).
Now consider, say, the (fx, v)-block of f', of size r x r. By (4.3.1) we see that
the (/, y)-entry of this (fx, v)-block of f' equals the (/A, v)-entry of the (/, y)-block
of f of size s X 5. By (4.4.1) we see that all entries of this (/, y)-block of T equal
Djj. Thus statement (i) holds.
(ii) It suffices to show that the permutation Q. defined in (4.3) is a product of an
even number of transpositions. When r = s it follows from formula (4.3.2) that Q
is the product of all distinct (and necessarily disjoint) transpositions of the form
(A 4 2) (i + (i± - ]}<; i± + (i — \\s\
We have / + (/JL — \)s = fx + (i - X)s if and only if / = /a. Now, the total number of
ordered pairs of the form (4.4.2) is s2; and by the previous sentence s2 - s of these
are transpositions. Since transpositions are unordered pairs, the number of
distinct transpositions of the form (4.4.2) is ^s(s - 1), which is an even integer if
s = 0, 1 (mod 4).
We now state our second hidden matrix theorem, the most general form we
know of the basic situation illustrated in Example 4.1.
4.5. THEOREM. Let (f>: R-**Mn{D) be a surjective ring homomorphism with
kernel K, and let T - (/?,y) be a tiled subring of Mn(R) such that:
(i) every tile /?,y 3 K; and
(ii) for every diagonal tile Rih the ring 4>(Ra) contains the standard nX n matrix
units e<y of Mn{D).
Then T = Mn(S), where the ring S is defined in (4.5.2) below.
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Proof. First we show that <f>n(T) is a tiled subring of Mn2(D). Each tile /?,-,- is an
(/?,,, 7?yy)-bimodule contained in R. Therefore, each <f>(Rjj) is a (<j>(Ru), 4>(Rjj))-
bimodule contained in <f>(R) = Mn(D), and so # (/?/,-) is closed under left and right
multiplication by the matrix units etj given by hypothesis (ii). This implies that, for
each / and j , <f>(Rij) = Mn(Djj) for additive subgroups Dtj = en</>(/?l7)en <= D. Thus
is the following tiled subring of Mni{D)\
/Mn(Du) Mn(Dl2) ••• Mn(Dln)
(4.5.1) <f>n(T) = " . 2I . 22
W ( D n l ) A f n ( A , 2 ) ••• M ^ ( D ^ )
In particular, Lemma 4.4 shows that (f>n(T) is permutation isomorphic to
Mn(S), for S = (Djj)^Mn(D). Finally, this implies that all the hypotheses of
Theorem 4.2(i) are satisfied and so T = Mn(S), where 5 is defined by
(4.5.2) K^S^R and (j>(S) = S = (Ay)-
REMARKS. One would like to replace the awkward condition (ii) of Theorem
4.5 by the simpler condition that each </>(/?„) is an n X n matrix ring. However,
this generalization is false, as will be shown in Corollary 5.16. One situation in
which condition (ii) can be deleted is given by Theorem 1.3 of the introduction of
this paper:
4.6. COROLLARY. Let K be an ideal of a ring R and suppose that T = (R^) is a
tiled subring of Mn(R) containing Mn(K). Suppose that Rit = Ru for all i and that
Ru/K = Mn(D'), for some ring D'. Then T = Mn(S) for some ring S (described in
the proof).
Proof S i n c e R u / K = Mn(D'), t h e r i n g R u / K c o n t a i n s a s e t {ejk\ o f n X n
matrix units. These matrix units are contained in the ring R/K^RU/K, and so
R/K is an nXn matrix ring, by Lemma 2.1. Choose a corresponding matrix
representation; that is, an identification R/K = Mn(D), in which the ejk become
the standard matrix units. This yields a surjective ring homomorphism 4>: /?-»
Mn(D) with kernel K. Since Ru/K = Ru/K for every /, hypothesis (ii) of Theorem
4.5 is satisfied, and so T = Mn(S) for the ring 5 defined by (4.5.2).
4.7. Simple examples. The next few examples illustrate our hidden matrix
theorems in some of their easiest guises.
(i) Let K be any ideal of a ring R' such that R'/K = Mn(D') for some ring D',
and let V = diag(/?', R',...,/?') + Mn(K) (that is, all diagonal tiles equal R',
while all off-diagonal tiles equal K). Then T' = Mn(S') for some ring S'.
Moreover, by Theorem 4.5, we can take S' to be the subring of R', containing K,
such that S'/K = diag(D', D',..., D').
(ii) The ring T' in part (i) is the simplest example afforded by Theorem 4.5,
but it immediately implies a large part of the general case. For, any ring T that
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem will contain the ring T' described above:
replace every off-diagonal tile of T (which contains K, by hypothesis) by K, and
replace every diagonal tile Ru by R' = r)jRu. The critical fact here is that, by
hypothesis (ii) of the theorem, R'/K still contains the standard matrix units eir
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Therefore T' ^ T. By part (i), T' is an n X n matrix ring. Hence, by Lemma 2.1,
so is the larger ring T, say T = Mn(S). The disadvantage of this approach to the
problem is that it does not seem to provide an explicit description of the ring 5.
(iii) Theorem 4.2 can be applied to show that certain non-tiled subrings of
Mn(R) are hidden matrix rings. Let K be an ideal of a ring R such that R/K is
isomorphic to a 2 x 2 matrix ring, say (f>(R) = M2(D) with ker(</>) = K. Identify R
with the set of scalar matrices in M2(R) and set
(4.7.1) reR and kf e K
a subring of M2(R). Consider the matrices, in M4(D), of the forms:
(4.7.2) a = and /3 =
(a 0 b 0\
0 a 0 b
c 0 d 0
\0 c 0 dl
Note that 7 = <j>2{T) consists of all matrices a e M4(D) of the form a displayed in
(4.7.2), and so f = M2(D). In fact f is permutation -isomorphic, in M4(D), to the
2 X 2 matrix ring M2(D • I2), because the matrices in. (4.7.2) are related by
Maw'1 = /3 where a> is the permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation
(2, 3). Thus, Theorem 4.2(ii) implies that
(4.7.3) if V - l G Z{R) then T is a full 2 x 2 matrix ring.
Strangely, if V - l g Z(R), there exist examples where T is and where T is not a
full 2 x 2 matrix ring (see § 6). Moreover, for any such exceptional T, M2(T) is a
4 x 4 matrix ring. This, and a number of other facts about the n X n analogue of
the above situation, are contained in the following theorem.
4.8. THEOREM. Let K be an ideal of a ring R such that R/K = Mn{D), for some
ring D. Identify R with the scalar matrices in Mn(R) and set T - R + Mn{K).
(i) / / either n = 0 ,1 , 3 (mod 4) or Z(R) contains a square root of - 1 , then T is
an nX n matrix ring.
(ii) For all n, Mn(T) is an n2 X n2 matrix ring. Moreover, for all n and all even
k, there exists a ring S such that Mk(T) = Mkn(S).
REMARK. The ring S is easy to describe. Choose any surjective ring homo-
morphism </>: R^Mn{D) with ker <f> = K. Then 5 = $~\D • /„) where D • In
denotes the set of scalar matrices in Mn(D).
Proof, (i) Let <f> and 5 be as in the Remark, and for consistency with the
notation of Theorem 4.2 let 5 = </>(£), the set of scalar matrices in Mn(D). Let
T = (f>2(T). Wec^aim that
(4.8.1)
where o> is the permutation matrix in Definition 4.3 (with r = s — n).
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To prove this, consider the block form of an element T & f, say 1 —
diag(r, r,..., r) where each of the n equal diagonal blocks r is an n X n matrix
over D with (/M, v)-entry rMV. Let T = o)Jo)~l e Mni(D). Subdivide T into nXn
blocks, and choose one block, say its (fx, v)-block x. It suffices to show that
* — r^y • /„. First consider an off-diagonal entry jc,y of x; thus / #_/. By (4.3.1), x^ is
the (fx, v)-entry of the (/, y)-block of 7. The given block-diagonal form 7 =
diag(r, r,..., r) of 7 shows that its off-diagonal (/, ;)-block is zero, and hence
Xy = 0. Next consider a diagonal entry xu of x. This equals the (fx, v)-entry of the
(i, /)-block of 7. All diagonal blocks of 7 equal r. Hence xti = r^v for all /. This
completes the proof of the claim.
We now consider several cases. First consider the cases where n = 1 or
3 (mod4); or n = 2 (mod4), and Z(R) contains a square root of - 1 . In any of
these situations, Z(R) contains an nth root of - 1 . (If n is odd, - 1 is itself such a
root; and if n = 2 (mod4), any square root of - 1 is an nth root.) Therefore part
(i) of the present theorem and the supplementary Remark follow from Theorem
4.2(ii). Finally, consider the case n = 0 (mod 4). In this case Lemma 4.4(ii) shows
that det co = 1, so Theorem 4.2(iii) completes the proof.
(ii) If n is odd, then T = Mn(S), so the desired result is obvious. Thus, we may
assume that n is even, in which case it suffices to prove the second assertion. Let
a) be as in (4.8.1), and let /3 be the direct sum of k copies of <o. That is, let
j3 E Mkni{D) be the block-diagonal matrix whose k diagonal blocks all equal o>.
Since k is even and det oo — ±1, we have det j8 = 1. Moreover, since (4.8.1) holds,
we have pMk(T)(3~] = Mkn(S). By Corollary 3.4(ii), with r replaced by kn and s
replaced by n, one sees that ft lifts to a unit of Mkn(R). The result now follows as
in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
The following consequence of 4.7(i) is a partial generalization of Theorem 4.5
to the situation in which K is only assumed to be a one-sided, rather than
two-sided, ideal.
4.9. COROLLARY. Let K be a right ideal of a ring R such that R/K = U("\ for
some module U. Let T = (Rjj) be a tiled subring of Mn{R), containing Mn(K), and
such that Ru 2 O/?(AT) for all i. Then T = Mn(S) for some ring S.
Proof. By 4.7(i) the subring T = di&g{lR(K),... JR(K)} + Mn(K) of T is an
n X n matrix ring. Now use Lemma 2.1.
5. Abstract problem, in dimension 1
For the motivating problem of this section, consider Noetherian prime rings
T<=Mn(R) = M of (Rentschler-Gabriel) Krull dimension 1, that satisfy the
hypotheses of Question 1.1. We obtain strong structure theorems for such a ring
T; for example,
(5.0.1) r = Ends(S"-10L),
for an appropriate right ideal L of a ring S. Moreover, T is a tiled matrix subring
of M, for some matrix presentation M = Mn{R) (see Corollary 5.9). This also
allows us to produce counter-examples to several questions raised in the previous
section.
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The key tools in this section are the following concepts of genus and n -genus
rings. The latter concept generalizes that of being a n n X n matrix ring but has the
advantage that it descends to subrings in a way that is false for the property of
being a matrix ring. This, in turn, means that results like (5.0.1) can be proved for
considerably more general rings than those mentioned in the last paragraph; see,
in particular, Theorems 5.6 and 5.8.
5.1. DEFINITION. Let V be a right module over a right Noetherian ring A and /
a prime ideal of A. Write Q(A/I) for the simple Artinian ring of fractions of A/I.
Then, the reduced rank of V at I is defined to be
p(V, I) = length^,,)?,, where V, = {VIVI®AII Q(A/I)).
Note that p( , /) is additive on direct sums. If P and Q are two finitely generated
projective right A -modules, then P is said to be in the genus of Q if
p(Q, I) = p(P> 0 f° r every prime ideal / of A. Finally, a right Noetherian ring A
that is the direct sum of n right ideals Px,..., Pn, all in the same genus, will be
called a right n-genus ring with decomposition A — Px ©...©/>„.
We begin with some observations to illustrate these concepts. Since these facts
will not be needed subsequently, the proofs are only sketched. If A is a finitely
generated module over a central, Noetherian subring C, then our notion of genus
does coincide with the classical concept. More precisely, two finitely generated,
projective right y4-modules P and Q are in the same genus if and only if Pm = Qm
as y4m-modules for every maximal ideal m of C. (To see this, use Lemma 5.2,
below.) Clearly, any right Noetherian nXn matrix ring is a right n-genus ring. A
less trivial example is given by any Dedekind prime ring A of uniform dimension
n. (To prove this, use [15, Lemma 5.7.5] and [15, Theorem 5.7.10].) Finally, if A is
a Noetherian ring, then it is easy to show that A is a right n-genus ring if and only
if A is a left n-genus ring. (Use the fact that, if A = 0 Pjt for right ideals Py in the
same genus, then A = ® Pf, where Pf = Hom(Pjt A) and check that p(Pj, I) =
p(Pf, I) for every prime ideal I of A.)
The first main result of this section will be a decomposition theorem for right
Noetherian right n-genus rings, analogous to (5.0.1). We begin with some easy
preliminary results. A ring A is called semilocal if A/J(A) is semisimple Artinian,
where J(A) denotes the Jacobson radical of A.
5.2. LEMMA, (i) Suppose that P and Q are finitely generated, projective right
modules over a semilocal, right Noetherian ring B such that p(P, I) = p(Q, I) for
every maximal ideal I of B. Then, P = Q.
(ii) In particular, a semilocal, right Noetherian, right n-genus ring is an nXn
matrix ring.
Proof In order to prove part (i), note that p(P, I) = p(Q, I) if and only
if Q, = P/, in the notation of (5.1). Thus, by hypothesis, P/PM =
PM = QM = QIQM, for every maximal ideal M of B. Therefore, P/PJ(B) =
QIQJ(B). As P and Q are projective, this isomorphim lifts to a surjection,
and hence an isomorphism P ^Q. Part (ii) is an immediate consequence of part
(i) and Lemma 2.1.
If N is a module over a ring A, we will denote Hom/,(N, A) by N*, provided
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that the notation is unambiguous. If N is a projective right A -module, we will
always identify EndA(N) with N <g>A N*.
5.3. LEMMA, (i) Let A be a right Noetherian, right n-genus ring with decom-
position A = 0"=i Pj. If N is a right A-module in the genus of Pu then N is a
progenerator.
(ii) Let WA be a progenerator over a right Noetherian ring A and set
S = W <8> W* = EndA(W). Then finitely generated, projective right A-modules P
and Q are in the same genus if and only if P®A W* and Q <8> W* are in the same
genus as right S-modules.
Proof, (i) By hypothesis, N is projective. Let / be a maximal ideal of A. As
p( ,0) is additive on direct sums, p(N, I) = p(P\, I) = (l/n)p(A, / ) # 0 . Thus
there exists 0 e HomA(N/NI, A/I) with 0 ^ 0 . Since N is projective, cf> lifts to
(f> e N* such that <f>(N) £ /. Since / is arbitrary, this implies that N*N = A.
(ii) Suppose that J is a prime ideal of 5. Then J = W®A I®A W* for some
prime ideal I of A and this provides a one-to-one correspondence between the
prime ideals of 5 and A (see, for example, [15, Theorem 3.5.9)]. Moreover, by
[15, Proposition 3.6.9], the rings of fractions Q(S/J) and Q(A/I) are Morita
equivalent via the module
W* = Q(A/I) ®A/l (W*/IW*) = (W*/W*J) 0s / y Q(S/J).
It now follows from [15, Lemma 3.5.8] that pA(P, I) = ps(P® W*,J). This is
equivalent to the assertion of the lemma.
Putting these results together gives:
5.4. PROPOSITION. The following conditions on a right Noetherian ring A are
equivalent:
(i) A is a right n-genus ring;
(ii) there exist a right Noetherian ring S and right S-modules Lx,..., Ln in the
genus of S such that A = Ends(L] ©... 0 Ln).
Proof. (i)=£>(ii) Suppose that A has decomposition A = 0 " / ^ and set S =
^ ) . By Lemma 5.3(i), S is Morita equivalent to A and, by Lemma 5.3(ii),
each Pj®AP? is in the genus of P^APf = S. Finally, ^ = End5(Ff) =
End5((/>1®Pf)e...0(P,J<£>/>?)), as required.
(i i)^(i) By Lemma 5.3(i), L = 0 " L y is a right 5-progenerator and so ALS
provides a Morita equivalence between 5 and A. Moreover, A = L<S>SL* =
0T=i (L,-<8>sL*). Finally, Lemma 5.3(ii) implies that, as right ^-modules, each
Pi = Li 0 S L* is the same genus.
In order to obtain results akin to (5.0.1) we need to assume that the ring A has
(Rentschler-Gabriel) Krull dimension 1, written Kdim>4 = l. (If A is a finite
module over a central, Noetherian subring C, then this is equivalent to
demanding that C have classical Krull dimension 1; see [15, Chapter 6].) The
reason why Krull dimension 1 is helpful is that it enables one to prove the
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following strong decomposition results for modules in the same genus. These all
follow from the non-commutative versions of Serre's Theorem and Bass's
Cancellation Theorem, as described in § 5 of [19]. One should remark that the
results in [19, § 5] are all proved under the hypothesis that the ring be Noetherian.
However, as is remarked in the introduction to [5], if one replaces [19, Theorem
3.1] by [5, Theorem 5.4] in the proofs of those results then they will also be valid
for right Noetherian rings.
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a right Noetherian ring with Kdim(.4) = 1 and X a
finitely generated, projective right A-module.
(i) Suppose that Y is an A-module in the genus of X(s), for some integer s. Then
Y = Ar(i~1)0X' for some module X', necessarily in the genus of X.
(ii) Suppose that AA is in the genus of X{n), and let Y be an A-module in the
genus of X(cn+r) with r strictly positive. Then Y = A(c)(B Y' for some module Y' in
the genus of X(r).
(iii) Assume that XA is a progenerator. Let X u X2 and X3 be projective, finitely
generated right A-modules such that X](BX2 = X2(BX3 and p(Xu I)^2p(X, I)
for all prime ideals I of A. Then Xx= X2.
Proof, (i) Suppose that W and Z are two projective, finitely generated right
/1-modules and that p(W, / )^2p(Z, /) for all prime ideals / of A. Then [19,
Corollary 5.10] implies that W = Z(BZ' for some module Z'. Note that, as p( , /)
is additive on direct sums, p(Z', I) - p(W, I) - p(Z, I) for all prime ideals / of A.
The result now follows by the obvious induction on s.
(ii) By part (i), A = 0"=, Xh where each Xj is in the genus of X. An induction
similar to that used in part (i) shows that Y = Xif)@...@X%)@Q', for some Q'.
(iii) In this case, we will use the following consequence of [19]. Let 5 be a right
Noetherian ring with Kdim(S) = 1. Suppose that L, and L2 are two finitely
generated, projective right S-modules such that LX@S = L2(&S and p(L,,/)5*
2p(S, /) for all prime ideals / of S. Then [19, Corollary 5.11] implies that L, = L2.
This is not quite general enough to prove part (iii) directly, but it can be applied
after a change of rings.
Since A' is a progenerator, X3®X4 = X(t) for some integer / and module X4.
We may therefore replace X3 by X0) and, by induction, it suffices to prove the
result when t = 1. Set S = X®AX* and L,• = Xj®A X*. Thus, LX®S = L2®S.
Moreover, the proof of Lemma 5.3(ii) implies that p(L,,/) s=2p(S,/), for each
prime ideal J of 5. Since Kdim(S) = 1, the last paragraph implies that L, = L2.
Consequently, Xx = L, ®s X = L2®X = X2.
Combined with Proposition 5.4, this proposition gives the desired version of
(5.0.1):
5.6. THEOREM. Let T be a right Noetherian, right n-genus ring such that
Kdim 7 = 1. Then there exist a ring S Morita equivalent to T and a projective,
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finitely generated right S-module L in the genus of S such that
S S ••• S L*\
S S •• • S L*
(5.6.1)
S S •• S L*
L L ••• L E
Here, L* = Homs(L, 5) and E = L®SL* = End5(L).
Proof. Proposition 5.4 implies that there exist a ring 5 Morita equivalent to T
and right 5-modules Ly in the genus of S such that T = End5(L, 0.. . ©Lw). By
Proposition 5.5(i), 0) ' = 1 Lj = S{n~l)®L, for some module L in the genus of 5.
Recall that any non-commutative Dedekind prime ring T of uniform dimension
n is an n-genus ring and so Theorem 5.6 applies. However, in this case, the
conclusion of the theorem is well-known (see, for example, [15, Corollary 5.7.9])
but, even here, T need not be a full matrix ring. However, the results proved so
far do show that an n-genus ring satisfies many of the properties of an n X n
matrix ring. As we next prove, it has the useful extra property that it frequently
descends to subrings. This implies that the subring will have a decomposition
(5.6.1) and will, in turn, make it considerably easier to determine whether that
subring is a full matrix ring.
5.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose that T £ M are right Noetherian rings such that T and
M have a common ideal K. Assume that
(a) T = 0 7= i Pi, for some right ideals P{ of T, and(b) for all i and j , Pj®TM is in the genus of Pj®rM_ as M-modules and
Pi = (Pi + K)/K is in the genus of Pj as modules over T = T/K.
Then Pt is in the genus of Pj, for all i and j .
Proof. The following observations will prove useful. If L is an ideal of T, then
L = 07 = 1 PiL. Thus, PjDL = PjL and (Pj + L)/L = Pj/PjL for 1 «£y ^ n . Also, as
Pi is a summand of T, note that P,®TM = PjM for each /.
Fix 1 s£ /, j ss n. In order to prove the proposition, it suffices to show that
p(Pj, I) = p(Pj, I) for all prime ideals / of T. Assume, first, that I^K. Then,
Pj/PjK = Pj is in the genus of Pi = Pj/PiK as f-modules. Thus, p(Pi,I) =
p(Pi/PiK, UK) = p(Pj, I) for all i and j .
Suppose, instead, that I^K. By [15, Example 3.6.3(iii)], there exists a prime
ideal J of M such that J DT = I. Clearly, K £ / and so (K + J)/J is a non-zero
ideal both of M/J and of T = (T + J)/J = T/I. In particular, the ring of fractions
Q(T/I) = Q(T') = Q(M/J) = KQ(M/J). By the first paragraph, fi//>,/s
Pi/(P,nJ) = (Pj+J)/J. Therefore,
Pi=PilPiI®r/lQ(T!l)
= ((Pi+J)/J)®T.Q(M/J)
= ((PiK+J)/J)®r-Q(M/J)
= ((PiM+J)/J)®M/JQ(M/J)
By hypothesis, PtM is in the genus of PjM. Thus, the displayed equation implies
that Pi = Pj. Equivalently, p{Pi} I) = p(Pj, I), as required.
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We are now ready to show that, in many circumstances, the property of being
an n-genus ring descends to subrings.
5.8. THEOREM. Let Tc A/ be right Noetherian rings, with a common ideal, say
J <= T <= M, such that T = T/J and M = M/J are semilocal rings.
(i) / / M and T are n-genus rings, then T is an n-genus ring.
(ii) //, further, M is an n X n matrix ring, then there exists a ring R such that
M = Mn(R) and T is a tiled subring of Mn(R).
Proof, (i) Throughout the proof, given a subset X^M, we will write X to
denote the image of X in M - M/J. Let M = ® Q, be the given decomposition of
M as an n-genus ring. Then we may write Qj = EjM, for some orthogonal
idempotents £y with X £ ; = 1. Set £y = £y. Since Qj = Qj/QjJ, clearly all Qj are in
the same genus as M-modules. Thus, Lemma 5.2(i) implies that e,M = <2, = e,M
for all / and j . In other words, the idempotents ey are the diagonal elements ey = eyy
of a complete set of matrix units {ey/} in M. Now, by hypothesis and Lemma
5.2(ii), T is an n X n matrix ring. Consequently, f (and hence M) also contains a
set o f « X n matrix units {dtj}. Therefore, M = (djjM)(n) = (eyyM)(/l), for each j .
Since M is a semilocal ring, Lemma 5.2(i) implies that djjM = ejjM for all j .
In this situation [12, Corollary 1.12] implies that the orthogonal idempotents dit
can be lifted to orthogonal idempotents D, e M such that 2 , D, = 1 and
DjM = EUM for all /. Since du = Dh each D, e 7. Thus, if f^  = D,T, then
T= ®y=i Pj. The fact that the Pf are all in the same genus now follows from
Proposition 5.7.
(ii) In this case, we may assume that Qj = EjM, for 1 =sy =£ n, where the £y = £yy
are the diagonal elements in the given set of matrix units {£/y} for M. The
comments of the last paragraph now imply that DjM = EjM = EtM = DtM, for all
/ and j . Thus, the Dy are actually the diagonal elements Z)y = Dyy of a complete set
of matrix units {Dj,} of M. View the elements Dj, as the standard matrix units in a
new matrix representation M - Mn(R) of M. If Rtj denotes the set of (/,y)th
entries of the matrices in D,,TDyy, then this implies that T equals the tiled subring
(/?„) of Mn(R).
5.9. COROLLARY. Let T <= Af = Mn(R) be prime, right Noetherian rings of Krull
dimension 1 that satisfy the hypotheses of Question 1.1. Then
for some ring S Morita equivalent to T and right ideal L of S. Moreover, there
exists a new matrix presentation Mn(R) = Mn(R) such that T is a tiled subring of
Proof. If K = 0, the result is trivial. Otherwise, if J = Mn(K), then T/J and
M/J are Artinian and so the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8 are satisfied. Now, apply
Theorems 5.8 and 5.6.
REMARK. One can substantially strengthen this last result. Assume that T^M
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8(i) and that Kdim(T) = Kdim(M) = 1. Then,
the decomposition given by Theorem 5.6 actually holds simultaneously for T and
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M. More precisely: there exist rings S^S and a right S-module L in the genus of S
such that r = End5(5(/l"1)©L) and M = E n d ^ " " 0 © L 5 ) . Since this result will
not be needed later, the details will be omitted.
Corollary 5.9 shows that the ring T defined therein is always close to being an
nXn matrix ring. Moreover, it enables us to give a computationally useful
criterion for determining whether or not T actually is such a matrix ring. The
critical concept is the genus class group of 5 (defined below), while the criterion
itself is given in Lemma 5.11.
5.10. DEFINITION. Let 5 be a right Noetherian ring with Kdim5 = l. Two
finitely generated, projective right 5-modules P and Q are stably isomorphic if
P©5 ( r ) s<2©5 ( r ) for some integer r. The genus class group G(S) of 5 is then
defined to be the set of all stable isomorphism classes [P] of 5-modules P in the
genus of 5. Addition is defined by [P] + [Q] = [X], where X is any 5-module such
that 5 © ^ = P© Q. Note that, by Proposition 5.5(ii), such a module X exists and
[X] is uniquely defined. Also, [5] = 0. Finally, Proposition 5.5 implies that
inverses exist. Indeed, if P(BY = S(m), then Y is in the genus of 5(m"° and
Proposition 5.5(i) implies that Y = 5(m~2)©<2, for some Q. Finally, Proposition
5.5(iii) implies that P © < 2 = 5 © 5 and so [Q] = ~[P] in G(S). When 5 is
commutative, G(S) coincides with the Picard group pic(5).
5.11. LEMMA. Let T = End5(5("~1)©L), where 5 is a right Noetherian ring of
Krull dimension 1 and L is a module in the genus of 5. Suppose that n = rt for
some positive integers r and t. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) T is an rX r matrix ring;
(ii) there exists a right S-module X such that S("~l) © L = X(r);
(iii) the element [L] of the genus class group G(S) has an rth root.
Proof (i)<£>(ii). This follows from Lemma 2.1.
(ii)=£>(iii). To avoid trivialities, assume that r > 1. Given a prime ideal / of 5,
then rp{X, I) = np(S, I) and hence p(X, I) = tp(S, I) and X is in the genus of 5(r).
Thus, Proposition 5.5(i) implies that Ar = 5('~1)©F, for some module Y in the
genus of 5. In particular, L©5(""1 ) = y(r )©5(n~r) and then Proposition 5.5(iii)
yields LQS^'^ = Y(r). Thus, [L] = r[Y] in the genus class group G(S).
(iii)=^(ii). Suppose that r[Y] = [L]. Then r(r) = L©5 ( ^ 1 ) , by the definition of
addition in G(S). Thus, L©5("~1) = L©5(r'~1) = y( r )©5( ' r - r ) = *( r ) , where X =
We can now reap the benefits of the theory developed in this section to find
counter-examples, notably to some of the questions raised in § 4. Indeed, Lemma
5.11 and Corollary 5.9 indicate where one should look: find a ring 5 with a
suitable genus class group (or Picard group) and consider T = End5(5("~1)©L).
The next result provides some appropriate choices for 5. We write Xx for the
group of units of a ring X.
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5.12. LEMMA. Let R = k[x] be the polynomial ring over a field k.
(i) If S = k[x2, x3] then pic(5) = (k, +), the additive group of k.
(ii) IfS = k+x{x-\)k[x], then p\c(S) = kx.
Proof. Let c denote the conductor, c = Anns(/?/S), and use the well-known
formula pic(S) = (R/c)x/{(S/c)x • im(Rx)}, where im(R) denotes the natural
image of Rx in (R/c)x. (This formula follows, for example, from the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence in [18, p. 170].)
All our examples will be constructed in the following manner and, as we show,
they automatically satisfy all the basic hypotheses considered in this section.
5.13. EXAMPLE. Let S be any Noetherian, commutative integral domain of
Krull dimension 1 such that the integral closure R of S in Q(S) is a principal ideal
domain. Assume that there exists an invertible, non-principal fractional ideal L of
S. Then, LR =xR, for some x and, replacing L by x~lL, we may assume that
LR = R. Note that this implies that IT'/? = /? and that L 3 c = Anns(R/S). Now,
let T be the ring
' 5 S ••• S L ~ 1 ^
(5.13.1)
S S ••• S L
S S ••• 5 L
L L ••• L S
- i
We claim that:
(a) T is a tiled subring of Mn(R) such that T and R are prime Noetherian rings
of Krull dimension 1; moreover, T is an n-genus ring;
(b) L is in the genus of S;
(c) T=>J = Mn(c) and T/J = Mn(S/c); thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8 are
satisfied;
(d) every proper factor ring T of T is an n Xn matrix ring.
Part (b) follows from the fact that every projective, fractional ideal of a
commutative domain 5 is in the genus of 5. Part (a) now follows from the
construction of L, combined with Proposition 5.4. Since LR = L~]R = R, clearly
Lc = L"'c = c and T =>7 = M,,(c). Note that T/J = End5((5/c)(""1)0 L/Lc). Since
L is in the genus of S and 5/c is Artinian, L/Lc = S/c. Thus, T/J = Mn(S/c) and
(c) holds. Finally, since f is Artinian, part (d) follows from part (a) and Lemma
5.2.
The only remaining question about the structure of T is whether T is itself an
n Xn matrix ring. By Lemma 5.11, this holds if and only if [L] has an nth root in
G(S) = pic(S). Thus, using this procedure for the rings defined by Lemma 5.12
gives:
5.14. PROPOSITION. Let S = k[x2, x3] s= R = k[x], where k is a field of charac-
teristic p^O. By Lemma 5.12, pick a non-trivial element [L] 6 pic(S) such that
LR = R (an explicit example is L = x2k[x] + (1 - x)k). For any such L, let
r = End5(5(""1)0L) be defined by (5.13.1).
(i) The ring T is an nX n matrix ring if and only if (n, p) = 1.
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(ii) More generally, let r be any positive integer. Then, T is an rX r matrix ring
if and only if (r, p) = 1 and r divides n.
Proof Note that, as T has a simple Artinian ring of fractions Mn(k(x)), if T is
a n r X r matrix ring, then r \ n. Lemma 5.12 shows that pic(S) = (k, +) and hence
that [L] has an rth root in pic(S) if and only if (r, p) = 1. The result now follows
from Lemma 5.11.
5.15. PROPOSITION. Let R = Q[x]^S = Q + x(x-l)Q[x]. Then there exists an
invertible S-module L such that, for all n and all r > 1, the ring T = End5(S(/1~0©
L) defined by (5.13.1) is not an r X r matrix ring.
Proof In this case pic(S) = QX. Therefore, there exists L such that [L] does
not have an rth root for any r>\. (Explicitly, one could take L =
x(x - 1)Q[JC] + (x + a(x - 1))Q, where a is any non-zero, square-free integer.)
Thus, Lemma 5.11 implies that, for this choice of L, the ring T =
End5(5("~1}0L) is never an r X r matrix ring.
5.16. COROLLARY. Let r>\ be an integer. Then there exist a ring R' and a tiled
subring T = {T,y} <= Mr(R') with the following properties:
(i) there exists an ideal J of R' such that R'IJ is an r X r matrix ring;
(ii) every tile T'^J;
(iii) for every diagonal tile, T'JJ is a full rXr matrix ring;
(iv) T is not an rXr matrix ring.
Proof. Take T to be the ring defined by Proposition 5.15, with n = r2. Then T is
a tiled subring of the r2 X r2 matrix ring Mri(R), where R - k[x\. For the present
example we view T, in block form, as a tiled subring of the r X r matrix ring
Mr(R') where R' = Mr(R). For example, if r = 2, then
Thus assertions (i)-(iii) follow immediately from the discussion in (5.13), while
(iv) follows from Proposition 5.15.
The significance of Corollary 5.16 is that it shows that hypothesis (ii) in
Theorem 4.5 cannot be replaced by the simpler hypothesis 'each Ru/K is an n X n
matrix ring'. Consequently, hypothesis (4.2.1) of Theorem 4.2 also cannot be
deleted.
We conclude this section with two results that formalise the intuitive idea that if
a ring T satisfies something like the hypotheses of Question 1.1, then 'almost
always' T is a full matrix ring. In the first example, we consider the case of tiled
subrings of classical orders:
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5.17. THEOREM. Let R be a non-commutative integral domain that is a
module-finite algebra over its centre C, and suppose that all proper residue rings of
C are finite. Let A be the quotient division ring of R, and let n2 be the dimension of
A over its centre.
(i) The 'exceptional' set % of maximal ideals N such that R/N is not an n X n
matrix ring is finite.
(ii) Let A — (/?,y) be any tiled subring of Mn{R) whose diagonal tiles equal R and
whose off-diagonal tiles R^ (i^j) are ideals of R not contained in any of the
maximal ideals in %. Then A is an n X n matrix ring.
Proof, (i) In the notation of, for example, [15, Chapter 13], R has PI degree n,
written PI-deg(i?) = n. Note that, by hypothesis, if N is a maximal ideal of R then
R/N is finite and therefore, by Wedderburn's Theorem on finite division rings, it
is a full matrix ring Mr(F) over its centre F. Here, r = Fl-deg(R/N). Thus part (i)
asserts that ?l-deg(R/N) = Pl-deg(fl) for all but finitely many maximal ideals N
of R. Let g be any central polynomial for R and / the ideal of R generated by
g(R). Since g(R)^0, the ring R/I is finite and only finitely many maximal ideals
of R can contain /. For any other maximal ideal N of R, [15, Lemma 13.7.2]
implies that PI-deg(/?/N) = Pl-deg(tf).
(ii) Let K = Qy Rij- By Theorem 4.5, it suffices to show that R/K is an n X n
matrix ring, and for this it suffices to show that R/K, considered as a left
R/K-module, has an nth root; that is, R/K is isomorphic to the direct sum of n
mutually isomorphic modules. Orthogonal idempotents in any ring can be lifted
modulo nil ideals, and generate isomorphic left ideals after the lifting if they did
so before the lifting [10, Proposition 1, p. 53]. Therefore it suffices to show that
R/K, modulo its radical, has an nth root. Thus, we can suppose that the finite ring
R/K is semisimple, and hence a direct sum of simple rings. By hypothesis, these
simple rings are all nXn matrix rings. Therefore, R/K is also an n X n matrix
ring.
5.18. PROPOSITION. Keep the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8(ii) and suppose that
K,(A///) has finite exponent f where n is prime to f Then T is an nXn matrix
ring.
REMARK. Once again, this result applies frequently. For example, let R be a
classical order of number-theoretic origin and R = R/K any proper factor ring of
R. Then, R is finite and so certainly has a finite Whitehead group, say of exponent
/. Now, for any n coprime to /, let T be any subring of M = Mn(R) such that
J = Mn(K) <= T and T/J is an n X n matrix ring. Then, [18, Proposition 35, p. 109]
implies that Kl(M/J) = Kl(R) and so the proposition implies that T is an n Xn
matrix ring.
Proof. Set M = M/J and f = T/J and note that T can be defined in terms of
the pullback:
T c—> M
1 I
T^> M
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Thus, by [18, Proposition 63, p. 162] one obtains the exact sequence
i * K0(T) -A> K0(M) 0 K0(f) -^U K0(M),
where 6([P]) = [P®T M] - [P]. Since M = Mn{R) and f = Mn(B) for some rings
R and B, one finds that 6{[T]) = [M] - [T] = nV,_for some V e Ko(M)0Ko(r).
Since nV e Im(0), njA(V) = ijj(nV) = 0. But, as M is Artinian, Ko(M) is a free
abelian group and so this implies that if/(V) = 0; that is, V = 6(W) for some
W <=_K0(T). Thus 6([T] - nW) = 0 and so [T] - nW = <f>(Z) for some Z e
Since Ka(M) has exponent coprime to n, Z = nY, for some y e K,(M) and
[T] = nW+ n<f>(Y) = nX for some X e K0(T). We may write Z = [Q] - m[T],
for some projective T-module Q. Thus, for some integer s, 7© "jr*"1")® T(S) =
Q<">0 7<o This implies that p(g, /) = (m + l/n)p(T, I), for each prime ideal / of
T. As usual, use Proposition 5.7 to write T = 0 " = 1 /;, where each /y is in the
same genus. Thus, p(Q, I) = (mn + l)p(Px, I) for all prime ideals / of T. Thus,
Proposition 5.5(ii) implies that Q = Qx@T(m) for some module Q,. Therefore,
T{0 @ T ** Q[n) ® Tu\ for t = mn + s. Finally, Proposition 5.5(iii) implies that
T = Q\n), as required.
6. Genus class groups and counter-examples
In this section we determine when certain rings of the form Tn = R + Mn(K),
where K is an ideal of R, are full nXn matrix rings. The answer is subtle, and
depends on a detailed analysis of the genus class groups of such rings. In addition
to proving Theorem 1.6, this analysis shows the following.
• The hypothesis det(a) = 1 cannot be deleted from Theorem 3.3 or Corollary
3.4.
• The hypothesis about roots of - 1 in Theorem 4.2(ii) cannot be deleted.
Consequently, the hypothesis that det a> = 1 in part (iii) of that theorem also
cannot be deleted.
• If one is working with nXn matrices for n = 2 (mod 4), then the hypothesis
about roots of - 1 in Theorem 4.8(i) cannot be deleted.
• Suppose that n = 2. Then, in Theorems 4.8(i) and 4.2(ii), one also cannot
replace the hypothesis that V - l G Z(R) by the simpler assertion that there exists
x e R such that x2 = - 1 .
We fix the following notation throughout the section, for consistency with the
notation of Example 4.7(iii) and Theorem 4.8.
6.1. NOTATION. We use Sx to denote the multiplicative group of units in a ring
5. Let R be any semiprime ring, with zero socle, that is a module-finite algebra
over a central, Noetherian ring C of Krull dimension 1. (We shall ultimately take
R to be either H or the standard maximal order H that contains it.) We assume
that there is a surjective C-algebra homomorphism i//: /?-»A/2(F) for some field
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F, and define «//2: M2{R) -» M4(F) by letting if/ act coordinatewise. Let K = ker ip,
and, as in Examples 4.7(iii), set
(6.1.1) T = R + M2(K) = l(r + k' kA\ reR
a subring of M2(R). Note that f = i(/2(T) consists of all matrices a e M4(F) of the
form:
(6.1.2) «=
Thus T is a non-tiled subring of M4(F), and 7 is isomorphic to M2{F). Indeed, as
was observed in Examples 4.7, T is permutation -isomorphic to a 2 x 2 matrix
subring of M4(F), by means of a permutation matrix co of determinant - 1 . If
Z(R) contains a square root of - 1 , it follows from Theorem 4.2 that T is
isomorphic to a 2 X 2 matrix ring.
Throughout this section, we will use the concept of genus defined in (5.1). As
was remarked there, this definition coincides with the classical one, for finitely
generated projective modules over classical orders.
6.2. REMARK. TO motivate the computations that follow, we first show that T is
a 2-genus ring; that is T has a decomposition T = U(BW where U and W are
(projective) jight 7-modules in a single genus. By (6.1.1), M2(K)<=T <^M2(R).
Recall that f = T/M2(K) is a 2 X 2 matrix ring; hence it and (likewise) M2(R) are
2-genus rings. Since all rings involved are Noetherian, and T and M2(R)/M2(K)
are Artinian, it now follows from Theorem 5.8 that T is a 2-genus ring.
Thus the problem to be solved is to determine whether the summands U, W,
which are in a single genus, can be replaced by a pair of summands in a single
isomorphism class. For then Lemma 2.1 implies that T is a 2 X 2 matrix ring. Our
final results show that the answer is sometimes yes, sometimes no. We begin with
a definition from [8, Notation 3.3] and two lemmas.
For y e M4(F)X, define Ty = {a e M2(R): <//2(a) e y?}. Observe that Ty is a
right T-module, since T is left-multiplied by y. It will be convenient to regard T
and Ty in terms of pullback diagrams. Indeed T and Ty are the pullbacks of the
first and second cartesian squares, respectively, in the following diagram:
T - U M2(R) Ty - ^ M2(R)
(6.2.1)
f - U M4(F) f - ^ M4(F)
Here, / denotes the inclusion map and y acts by left multiplication. Note that
T - T', where / is the 4 X 4 identity matrix. We shall have several occasions to
use the following formula, from [8, Corollary 3.6]:
(6.2.2) Ta®Tp = Tap®T.
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6.3. LEMMA, (i) For any y e M4{F)X, the module Ty is a finitely generated
projective right 1-module in the genus of T.
(ii) Let <o = (2, 3) be the 4 X 4 permutation matrix such that left multiplication
by a) interchanges rows 2 and 3 of M4{F). Then Tm = V®V for some right
T-module V.
Proof, (i) The module Ty is in the genus of T by [8, Theorem 3.4]. To see that
Ty is projective, take a — y and (3 = y~l in (6.2.2).
(ii) We have
(6.3.1)
a
0
c
0
b
0
d
0
0
a
0
c
°\
b
0
d)
a, b, c, d e F
Let {fjj} denote the standard matrix units of M2(R). Since <//(l) is the 2 x 2 identity
matrix, it follows easily from (6.3.1) that T" =fuTw®f22Tw. Moreover, left
multiplication by the permutation matrix fx2 + f2l e M2(R) provides an isomorph-
ism fu r - s f22 T«.
Let 9~ = {isomorphism classes of Ty: y e M4(/?)x}. The next lemma provides
an alternative description of ST. Define Jf= {det \p2{ll): U e M2(R)X} and F2 =
{b2: b e Fx}.
6.4. LEMMA, (i) The set ST is the set of isomorphism classes of right T-modules
P, in the genus of T, for which P <8>r M2(R) = M2(R) as right M2(R)-modules.
(ii) The map Ty •-» (det y) • (Jf • F2) provides a bijection between 3~ and the
abelian group FX/(N- F2).
(iii) We have Ta®T^=Ty®Ts if and only if (det a/3) • (Jf • F2) =
(det yd) -(Jf-F2).
Proof, (i) This is a special case of [8, Theorem 3.4].
(ii) The same result from [8] provides a one-to-one correspondence between 2T
and the collection of double cosets X_= <A2(M2(#)X)\M4(F)X/fx given by the
correspondence Ty-* \p2{M2{R)x) • y • Tx. We need to simplify the definition of
X. Consider the determinant function det: M4(F)X^>FX, with kernel SL4(F).
Since F is a field, SL4(F) = E(4, F), the subgroup generated by the transvections.
Moreover, Corollary 3.4(i) implies that £(4, F) c ^2(A/2(/?)x). Thus, det induces
a bijection between X and jV\Fx/det(7;x) = FXI{M- det(7x)). Finally, (6.1.2)
implies that det(Tx) = F2, as required.
(iii) By formula (6.2.2), the statement we are proving is equivalent to the
statement
(6.4.1) Tafi®T=TyS@T <£> (deta/3)-(^-F2) = (dety5)-(^-F2) .
The implication (4=) therefore follows from statement (ii). The implication (=^)
follows similarly, if we can cancel T from the isomorphism in (6.4.1). Since
T = ( / 0 W is a 2-genus ring (Remark 6.2), this follows from Proposition 5.5(iii),
with X = U.
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6.5. THEOREM. Let T and R be defined as in Notation 6.1.
(i) / / - 1 e Jf • F2, then T = M2(S) for some ring S.
(ii) Assume that every M2(R)-module in the genus of M2{R) is isomorphic to
M2(R). Then T = M2(S) for some ring S if and only if -I e Jf • F2.
Proof. Recall that T is a 2 X 2 matrix ring if and only if TT = X © X, for some
7-module X. Also, in the notation of Lemma 6.3(ii), Tw = V © V and det co = - 1 .
(i) Suppose that T is not a 2 X 2 matrix ring. Then, by the previous paragraph,
T£ Tw. Since T = T', Lemma 6.4(ii) implies that - 1 = det w $ Jf • F2.
(ii) Conversely, suppose that T = X (&X and that every module in the genus of
M2(R) is isomorphic to M2{R). By Lemma 6.3(i), Tw is in the genus of T and
hence X is in the genus of V. Thus, Y = V (BX is in the genus of T Consequently,
Y<S>TM2(R) is in the genus of M2(R) which, by hypothesis, implies that
Y ®T M2(R) = M2(R). Thus, by Lemma 6.4(i), Y=Ty for some y. By construc-
tion, Y © Y = (X © X) © (V © V); equivalent^, Ty © Ty = T © Tm. Since T = T',
Lemma 6.4(iii) shows that (det co)(Jf • F2) = (det y)2(Jf • F2). Since detw = - l
and (det y)2 e F2, this implies that - 1 £ Jf- F2, as required.
With our machinery established, we now return to the quaternions. We
emphasise that, throughout this section, H denotes the standard maximal order in
the rational quaternions, H = I\i, j , k] + Z • (5(1 + i+j + k)). As noted in Lemma
2.2, H//?H = M2(Z/pZ). Fix F = Z/pZ. Two important facts about this pair of
rings H and F are provided by the following lemma.
6.6. LEMMA, (i) There is a surjective ring homomorphism <//: H-»M2(F), and
every such ip satisfies det I//(M) = 1 for every u e H x .
(ii) Let i//2: M2(H)-»M4(F) be the homomorphism that applies ip
coordinatewise. Then det <J/2(U) = 1 for every U e M2(H)X.
Proof, (i) The existence of if/ follows from Lemma 2.2. Let
h =ao + axi + a2j + a3k e H. The norm function v(h) = 2 , (fl,)2 is a multiplicative
function from H to the positive integers, and hence takes units of H to positive
units of Z. So v(Hx) = 1. Thus it suffices to prove that
(6.6.1) det(«K/i)) = <A(v(/i)) for all h e H.
Since F has characteristic p, localization at p extends \p to a ring homomorphism
of Hp onto M2(F). It will be easier to prove (6.6.1) for all h e Hp. (Note that the
norm function v now maps Hp to Zp).
Since p is odd, 2 has a reciprocal in Hp, and so Hp = Zp[i,j, k]; that is, we no
longer need the generator j(l + i+j + k). Therefore, writing bars for images
under if/, we have H = F[T,j, k] = M2(F). Thus (6.6.1), after localization at p, can
be rewritten
(6.6.2) deth = ^d2 where h = ao + a~J+ a2j + a2k (for a,<E F).
i
Note that H itself is now out of the picture. We are working in the simple
F-algebra H = M2(F). It suffices to prove (6.6.2) in the larger algebra obtained by
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replacing F by a larger field. So we can suppose that F contains a square root x of
- 1 . Def ine / ' , / ' , k' by
Then H = F[i',j', k'] (by counting dimensions), and the correspondence 7—>/',
]—>j', k-*k' define an F-algebra automorphism of H which, by the Skolem-
Noether Theorem, is inner. Since inner automorphisms leave determinants
unchanged, it suffices to prove (6.6.2) with T, J, k replaced by the matrices in
(6.6.3). It is now routine to verify that
-
h =
and hence (6.6.2) holds.
(ii) Let (/ e M2(H)X. By [6, §91, Lemma 2], H is a Euclidean domain. As is
proved in [21, Theorem 10.1], this implies that each matrix has a Smith normal
form. In other words, U = PVQ, where V = diag(a, b) is a diagonal matrix and
the matrices P and Q are products of elementary matrices. Indeed, as is true of a
commutative Euclidean domain, we can even take P and Q to be products of
transvections (the details are given in the next paragraph.) Since U e M2(H)X,
this implies that a, b e H x . Applying if/2 to U = PVQ, taking determinants, and
applying (i) now completes the proof of (ii).
Wedderburn showed that every matrix A over any (non-commutative) Euc-
lidean domain R has the form A = PVQ, where V is a diagonal matrix, while P
and Q are products of three types of matrices:
(i) transvections,
(ii) matrices obtainable from the identity matrix by interchanging two of its
rows, and
(iii) matrices obtainable from an identity matrix by multiplying one of its
non-zero entries by a unit of R.
In the previous paragraph we used the fact that the factors of Types (ii) and (iii)
are unnecessary. To prove this, note that every matrix of Type (ii) equals a
product of transvections and a matrix of Type (iii). Moreover, matrices of Type
(iii) normalize the set of transvections and therefore can be moved to the inside
of the product PVQ, where they do not affect the claimed diagonal form of V.
We can finally show that T need not be a 2 X 2 matrix ring.
6.7. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime and T = H + M2(/?H), the ring defined in
(6.1.1) with R = H and F = Z/pZ. Then T is a 2 x 2 matrix ring if and only if
p = \ (mod 4).
Proof. By [6, §91, Lemma 2], R = H is a Euclidean domain and so the genus of
M2(R) consists of a single isomorphism class, so Theorem 6.5 applies. Moreover,
Lemma 6.6(ii) shows that N = {1}. Therefore, T is a 2 x 2 matrix ring if and only if
- 1 is a square in F = ZIpZ, that is, if and only if p = 1 (mod 4).
We now obtain Theorem 1.6 of the introduction.
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6.8. COROLLARY. Let H = Z[i,j, k], the ring of integer quaternions, and let p be
an odd prime number. Set T(H) = H + M2(pH), where H is identified with the ring
of scalars inside M2(H). Then T(H) = M2(S), for some ring S if and only if
p = 1 (mod 4).
Proof. Write T(H) for the ring T in Theorem 6.7. If p = 3 (mod 4) then the
ring T(H) is not a 2 X 2 matrix ring, by Theorem 6.7. Hence, by Lemma 2.1,
neither is its subring T(U). Conversely, suppose that p = 1 (mod 4). Then - 1 is a
square in F and Theorem 6.5(i) implies that T(M) is a 2 X 2 matrix ring.
Note that this corollary also shows that, for n = 2, Theorem 4.8(i) will not hold
if one merely assumes that there exists x e R such that x2 = - 1 . Consequently,
the same is true of Theorem 4.2(ii). As we show in the next proposition, the same
assertion holds for any positive integer n of the form n = 2 modulo 4.
6.9. LEMMA. Let / ?=3(mod4) be an odd prime, 7 = H +A/2(/?H) the ring
defined in Theorem 6.7, and r an odd number. Then the ring Mr(T) is not
isomorphic to a full 2 x 2 matrix ring.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.5. Suppose that Mr(T) =
M2(A). Then Mr(T) = (X')(2) for some right Mr(7>module X'. The familiar
Morita equivalence between Mr(T) and T takes Mr(T) to T(r). Therefore we have
j(r)
 s ^(2) for s o m e 7 \ m o c i u i e x. Let a) be as in Lemma 6.3(ii). Since T is in the
genus of T" = V(2), this implies that X is in the genus of V(r). Set Y = Vir)®X
and note that Y is in the genus of T{r). By Proposition 5.5(i), we may write
Y
 = 7 < r - | ) 0 2 , where Z is in the genus of T. Therefore Z<8>M2(H) is in the genus
of the A/2(H)-module A/2(H). Since H is a principal ideal domain [6], we have
Z®M2(H) = M2(H) as Z®M2(H)-modules. Thus, by Lemma 6.4(i), Z= Ty for
some y. Consequently,
(TwYr)(B T(r)
Thus, repeated use of the proof of Lemma 6.4(iii) yields
(det y)\M • F2) = (det a))r(Jf • F2).
Since r is odd, (det cof = - 1 . Since (det y)2 e F2, this implies that - 1 e. N • F2.
By Theorem 6.5, T is a 2 X 2 matrix ring, which contradicts Theorem 6.7.
The next result shows that the situation n = 2 (mod 4), with V—1 g Z(R), is a
genuine exception in Theorem 4.8(i).
6.10. PROPOSITION. For every positive integer n = 2 (mod 4) there exists a ring
S = R' + Mn(K'), the nXn analogue of the ring T in (6.1.1) (thus R'lK' is an
n X n matrix ring), such that 0 is not isomorphic to a full n X n matrix ring.
Indeed, 0 is not even isomorphic to a 2 X 2 matrix ring.
Proof. The construction is as follows. Let p be an odd prime congruent to 3
modulo 4 and write n=2u. Set R' = MU(H) =>K' = Mu(pH). Thus, R'/K' =
M,,(F), where F = Z/pZ. As usual, identify R' with the scalar matrices inside
Mn(R') and set 0 = R' + Mn(K').
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Consider the usual identification of M2u(R') = M2,,(MU(Y\)) = M2ui{Yi). This
gives the following identification of 0 with a subring of M2u2(H):
(6.10.1)
0 ••• 0 \
^ • • • 0
0 0
: (ZlJ) e R'= MU(H) +
We next want to show that there exists an embedding Q<-^Mui(T), where
T = H + M2(pH) is the ring defined by Example 6.7. The diagonal embedding
H ^ M 2 ( H ) induces an embedding A = MJ(H) «-»MU2(M2(H)) = M2||2(H) = B.
Now apply the natural isomorphism ip: MM2(M2(H))—»A/2(A/M2(H)). (If one
identifies both rings with M2w2(H), then if/ is just conjugation by the matrix co in
Definition 4.3.) This gives
(
as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Thus, under the same homomorphism:
(6 .10 .2 ) (A(M( <2(r)) [ ( ^
The basic observation is that, as the matrix (z,y) appears an even number of times
in (6.10.1), the identifications of (6.10.1) and (6.10.2) provide an embedding
Since u is odd, Corollary 6.9 implies that Mui(T)^ M2(U) for any ring U.
Consequently, by Lemma 2.1, its subring 0 is also not isomorphic to a 2X2
matrix ring.
In our final example we show that, both in Corollary 3.4(ii) and its more
abstract formulation in Theorem 3.3(i), one cannot delete the hypothesis that
det a = 1.
6.11. EXAMPLE. Keep the notation of Lemma 6.6. A signed permutation matrix
a e M4(F) can be lifted (via i//2) to a unit in M2(H) if and only if det a = 1.
Proof. Combine Lemma 6.6(ii) and Corollary 3.4(ii).
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